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Principles which underpin good practice for pupils
learning EAL

Extract: NALDIC (1999) Working Paper 5. The Distinctiveness of English
as an Additional Language: A Cross-curriculum Discipline

1: Activating prior knowledge

Rationale
Bilingual pupils' experiences will vary, as will their use of English and
knowledge of culturally specific frameworks for learning. Learning
involves integrating new information ('input') into their existing mental
model of the world (or schema). ln second/additional language learning,
prior knowledge of content and language plays a major role in helping to
make second language input comprehensible.

Examples
Finding out what pupils know about a topic through questioning,
supporting self-monitoring and using KWLT charts, brainstorming in

small groups or pairs, discovery tasks, enabling use of home language

2: The provision of a rich contirxtual background to make the input
comprehensible

Rationale
Pupils learning EAL require opportunities to draw on additional
contextual support to make sense of new information and language
Content learning for pupils learni¡g EAL can be greatly improved
through the use of visual supporl. This can help learners to
conceptualise learning tasks that are being presented to them, or in
which they are engaged, even when their knowledge of the target
language is limited.

Examples
There is a distinct difference between a visual aid (for example, a picture

of a frog) and 'key visuals'8 (for example, a diagram of the life cycle of a
frog). Key visuals or graphic organisers are linked to tasks which support
the development of conceptual and language knowledge. They provide a
summary of information but they also show a structure for the
information. They also offer opportunities for pupils to engage in active



learning experiences. Visual support and graphic organisers might
include: maps, diagrams, charts, tables, semantic webs, graphs, time-
lines, outlines of causal sequences, videos, computer graphics, web
pages etc.

3: Actively encouraging comprehensible output

Rationale
Learners are actively encouraged to produce spoken and written
language from an early stage of the lesson(s) onwards. This is important
for both cognitive and linguistic development. The active use of
language provides opporlunities for learners to be more conscious of
their language use, and to process language at a deeper level. lt also
brings home to both learner and teacher those aspects of language
which will require additional attention.

Examples
Using peer tutoring, collaborative learning, drama and role play,

opportunities for scaffolded teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil interactions,
questioning strategies, using oral feedback to move learners towards the
forms of language used in writing, scaffolded writing activities.

4: Drawing the Iearner's attention to the relationship between form
and function; making key grarnmatical elements explicit

Rationale
Whatever language is needed to talk about the content, it should be
used in ways that allow learners to take note of the language itself.
Attention should be drawn to language and how it is used to express the
content knowledge. This can mean explicit comment on forms,
structures and functions of the language that is used to convey the
content, as well as in more indirect ways of calling attention to language.

Examples
Drawing attention to the grammatical forms used to recall past events or
to ways of expressing doubt (e.9. 'may' and 'might') in texts, modelling
and extending their use, and providing opportunities for practice; talking
about ways of expressing politeriess when asking for something; noting
how paragraphs present information in different subjects and how
subtitles are used.



5: Developing Iearner independence

Rationale
Learners need increasingly to become more independent in their use of
a range of learning strategies, drawing on metacognitive (e.g'

organisational planning), cognitive (e.9. grouping/ classifying) and
social/affective (e.g. co-operation) awareness. The teacher has a key
rote in encouraging pupil independence through the selection of planned
activities, and by assisting learners to apply strategies which develop
self-reliance.

Examples
Providing opportunities to model and extend what has been taught;
scanning texts to look at sub-headings and diagrams prior to reading;
using diagrams to demonstrate knowledge; using dictogloss; note-taking;
teaching study skills.

Dictogloss: The teacher reads a short text which the pupils reconstruct
from notes they have made and using cues from the surrounding text.

't

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS
lf EAL learners are to receive appropriate and effective suppotl, then
schools need to ensure that they are providing support across the
curriculum that:

helps pupils to make sense of new language and subject content
by enabling them to relate it to prior knowledge and experience
facilitates comprehension of new language and new information by
providing additional contextual suppotl, in particular, visual support
including key visuals/graphic organisers
provides opportunities and uses strategies that enable and actively
encourage pupils to produce spoken and written language, from
the earliest stages of learning English onwards
explicitly draws the pupils' attention to the language and the way it
is being used to talk and write about the subject content, and

builds into the teaching programme, a range of learning strategies
to ensure that pupils become increasingly more independent.
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Supporting English Language Learners

A Ghecklist of Good Pràctice: School Ethos

Source: the Difference -

Area for
improvement

ln placeFeatures of good practice
The school:
Creates a learning environment that is welcoming
and in which students feel safe, securg and
confident

Values and celebrates the cultures and life
experiences of all students

Recognizes bilingualism and biculturalism as an
educational asset

Ensures that students work in an atmosphere free
from bullying

Actively fosters understanding and respect for
other people's feelings, values and beliefs

Uses teaching methods and resources that are
without bias and free from stereotyping

Uses teaching methods and resources that are
properly matched to meeting the needs of English
language learners

Fosters the maintenance of the students' home
language through the use of appropriate
materials and classroom activities

Uses appropriate grouping strategies that support
both the learning and language development
needs of students

Provides regular professional development
opportunities for teachers in the field qf language
acquisition and bilingualism

ldentify priorities and implications for staff
training:

Support Service

or , Birmingham sory an



Supporting English Language Learners

A Ghecklist of Good Practice: Language Support

Source: Adapted from 'Distinguishing the Difference - SEN or EAL', Birmingham Advisory and

Support Service

Features of good practice ln place
Area for
improvement

There are sufficient ESL specialists in relation to
the percentage of second language students in

the school ..

Lessons are planned collaboratively with ESL
teachers

Time is built into the schedule to allow for
effective collaborative plann ing

There is a clear focus on the language needs as
well as the subject content of the lesson

Planning includes not only those in the early
stages of learning English, but also the more
advanced learners who need continuing support
Flexible grouping strategies are used that
recognize and support both the learning needs
and language development needs of ESL
learners
Lessons consciously tap into students prior
knowledge and experience

ESL students are encouraged to work with peers
who share the same first language to enable
them to talk through ideas and clarify their
thinkins
There is a system of monitoring in place to
determine the extent to which students have met
their language objectives as well as tli'eir learning
obiectives
Ongoing assessment data are used to inform the
future planning and teaching of both language
and content

A system is in place for raising concerns about
students who fall outside of the norms for second
language acquisition

Formal psych. ed. testing is not required in order
for additional learning support to be made
available where necessary



Supporting English Language Learners

A Checklist of Good Practice: Language Support2

Source: Adapted from 'Distinguishing the Difference - SEN or EAL', Birmingham Advisory and

Support Service

Features of good practice ln place
Area for
improvement

Key language (spoken and written) is clearly
modeled, and students are given numerous
opportunities to use it in context

Scaffolding is provided to support the learning of
language and subject content, e.g.
- key word lists for subject-specific vocabulary
- picture support where necessary
- picture / bilingual dictionaries
- dual language resources
- key visuals (visual aids/organizers)
- sentence starters
- writing frames that support the development of
writing in different genres
- written summaries of ints
Opportunities are provided to use the first
language to support cognitive/ academic
development, enhance understanding and
support the development of English .;

Students are provided with models of what good
looks like

Model texts are deconstructed and specific
lang uage features identified

Scaffolding/additional materials are provided to
facilitate independent work n

Clear guidelines are given for homework
assignments in terms of length, content and
structure
Expectations are realistic: accommodations are
made based on the students'current level of
lanquaqe acquisition
ICT is used effectively to support lear4ing

Parents are actively encouraged to support the
development of the home language



Grades K to 2: Listening
Foundation Stage

Students understand
very limited spoken
English.

They:

Stage 1

Students understand
basic spoken English.

They:

Stage 2

Students understand
key infolmation
presented in highly
supported contexts in

a variety of settings.
Thev:

Stage 3

Students understand
social English, but
require contextual
support to
understand academic

lansuase. Thev:

Stage 4
Students understand
spoken English in

most contexts.
They:

understand bas¡c concepts
expressed in English (color,

shape, t¡me, number, body
parts)

understand some basic

¡nstructions

understand some simple
q uest¡ons

respond to simple
instructions and questions

with gestures and facial
expressrons

understand a limited range
of everyday vocabulary
relat¡ng to personally

relevant top¡cs

follow simple d¡rections
with support from visual
cues

respond to clear, short,
s¡mple questions

respond briefly to short,

simple stories, songs, and

poems

respond to familiar
conversational topics us¡ng

single words and short
phrases

respond to gestures,

courtes¡es, and tones of
voice, and follow classroom
rout¡nes

understand key vocabulary
and concepts related to a

theme/topic

follow two-step directions
in everyday contexts
without visual support

respond to d¡rect
quest¡ons, frequently used

commands, courtesies, and

some humor

request clarification when
necessary,,

participate in conversat¡ons
on familiar topics

respond to non-verbal
signals in familiar contexts

comprehend main ideas in

visually supported oral
presentations conta¡ning
familiar vocabulary

follow a series of simple
¡nstruct¡ons

respond to discussions and

conversations

respond appropr¡atelY to
bodV languaBe, non-verbal
signâls, tone of voice,
pauses, stress, and

intonation

comprehend the main ¡dea

In most contexts (with the
aid of some repetition)

can easily comprehend all

spoken ¡nteraction, both
social and academic,
normally encountered at
this age

follow a series of deta¡led
¡nstructlons

part¡cipate in most social

and academic discussions

as appropriate to the¡r a8e

respond to complex
sentences

understand idiomat¡c and

colloquial language

appropr¡ate to age

Stages of Second-Language Acquisition for ESL Students

T/ECC/ESL/ESL Stages : Draft - June 3, 2008

Adapted from The Ontarlo Currlculum: Engttsh os o Second Lønguage and Engltsh L¡tetocy Development: Grcde 7-8: A Resource Guide 2OOL



1/ECC/ESL/ESL Stages : Draft - June 3, 2008

Grades K to 2: Speaking
Foundation Stage

Students are
predominantly non-
verbal (silent period).
They:

Stage 1

Students speak
English for basic

communication. They:

Stage 2
Students speak
English with
increasing
spontaneity and
accuracy. They:

Stage 3
Students initiate
conversations and
participate in

discussions and
presentations using a

variety of strategies.
They:

Stage 4
Students speak
English accurately in
most situations. They:

remain silent, which may
indicate respect for the
speaker, a lack of
comprehension or a lack of
confidence

may give an inappropriate
response

use gesture or facial
expression to ind¡cate that
they do or do not
u ndersta nd

echo words or phrases that
they hear

have learned the words to
some songs and rhymes

may say a few words in

English relat¡ng to familiar
topics

share basic personal
information

express basic needs using
single words

identify familiar names,
objects, and actions

use short, patterned
questions to seek

information

use subject-predicate order
and mostly present tense
to express ideas

imitate some English stress

and intonation patterns

use everyday gestures and

courtesles to convey
meanrnS

partic¡pate in short,
prepared role plays and

dialogues

speak with sufficient clarity
for teacher comprehension

participate in social
discussions using simple
sentences and a basic

range of everyday
vocabulary

begin to part¡c¡pate, with
prompting, in academic
discussions, using simple
sentences

initiate and ma¡nta¡n
face-to-face conversations

ask simple questions

recount famil¡ar events,
stories, and key

information

begin to use (with
assistance)
- simple verb tenses
- negat¡ves
- questions
- plurals
- pronouns
- adjectives/ adverbs
- common contractions
- basic prepositions of
location and direction

give simplç directions or
¡nstructions and

communicate simple
observations

express personal opinions
and emotions

speak with sufficient clarity
and accuracy for listener
comprehension

speak at ai'most the pace

of first-language speakers,

showing some control of
stress, t¡ming, and rhythm

¡nitiate and maintain
conversations in a range of
contexts

part¡cipate in discussions

based on classroom
themes, using an

increas¡ngly sophisticated
range of vocabulary

make short, effective
oral presentations in an

academ¡c context

speak with clear
pronunciation and

en unc¡at¡on

have a growing awareness
of correct grammatical

forms as regards:
- verb tense
- negatives
- quest¡ons
- plurals
- pronouns

- adjectives/ adverbs
- common contract¡ons
- prepos¡tions of location
and direction

use vo¡ce to indicate
emphasis through pacing,

volume, intonation, and

stress

express meaning with
tncreasrnS accuracy,

including correct use of
compound tenses

speak with fluency,
confidence and clarity in

group situations

can use English

competently in all social

and learn¡ng activities as

appropriate to the¡r age

make detailed and effect¡ve
academic presentat¡ons

use most language

structures appropriate to
the grade level

when prompted, can self-

correct common
grammatical errors

use idiomatic and colloquial
language appropr¡ate to
a8e

Adapted from The Ontario Curriculum: English as a Second Language ond English Llterucy Development: Grode 7-8: A Resource Guide 200L



T/ECC/ESL/ESL Stages : Draft -June 3, 2008

Adapted from The Ontarlo Currlculum; Engtish os o Second Longuage ond English Literocy Development: Grcde 7-8: A Resource Gulde 2001
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Grades K to 2: Reading
Foundation Stage
Students listen to a

range of texts read

aloud. They:

Stage 1

Students read and
comprehend simple
written English. They:

Stage 2
Students read for
specific purposes
when background
knowledge and
vocabulary are
familiar. They:

Stage 3
Students demonstrate
lncreasing
independence in a
variety of reading
tasks, with ongoing
support. Thev:

Stage 4
Students demonstrate
control of grade-

appropriate
reading tasks. They:

show ¡nterest in stor¡es

read aloud

interact non-verbally with
shared reading, e.g. identify
objects ¡n text

open books left to right and

can identify front and back

recognize the alphabet in
pr¡nt

know the direction of
English print

read pictures and use

picture clues

begin to use phonetic and

context clues and sight
recognition to understand
s¡mple texts (e.8., pattern
books, chart stories, songs,

chants, rhymes)

recognize familiar words
ând repeated phrases in
plays, poems, stories, and

environmental print

participate in shared
reading activities, choral
reading, and rehearsed
reading in a small group

select appropriate reading
materials, with assistance

use reading strateg¡es to
assist in deriving meaning
from text (e.g., predicting;
rereading; phonics;

recognition of cueing
systems, repetit¡on, and

word families)

understand familiar
vocabulary in age-

appropriate stories,
poems, scripts,
env¡ronmental print, and

computer text

select main ideas in short,
familiar passages from a

variety of ienres

use some correct phrasing

and rhythm when reading
familiar material aloud

use the school library, with
assistance, to find personal

reading materials for
enjoyment and information

begin to follow written
instructions

describe story components
(e.g., character, plot,

settinS)

read and understand
grade-appropriate text,
with min¡mal ass¡stance

use grade-appropriate

resources that provide

some visual or contextual
support (e.9., graphic

organizers, class word
lists, theme-book
collections, environmental
pr¡nt, p¡cture dictionary,
table of contents)

respond independently
to written instructions

recall and retell a written
story

figure out mean¡ng in text
that may be unfamiliar,
unsupported by visual
context, and contain
challenging vocabulary and

sentence structures

read a varìety of print
material

beg¡n to use independent
research skills in the
classroom and school
library

choose and enjoy material
for personal reâd¡ng similar
¡n scope and diff¡culty to
that being read by peers



T/ECC/ESL/ESL Stages : Draft - June 3, 2008

Adapted from The Ontario Curr¡culum: Engllsh øs o Second Longuoge and Engllsh Literocy Development: Grode 7-8: A Resou¡ce Guide 200L

Grades K to 2: Writing
Foundation Stage

Students emulate
writing by
experimenting with
marks to represent
written language.

They:

Stage I
Students begin to
write using simple
English structures.
They:

Stage 2
Students write in a

variety of contexts
using simple
English structures.
They: .ì

Stage 3
Students write English

in a variety of
contexts w¡th
increasing
independence and

accuracy. They:

Stage 4
Students write English

for a variety of
purposes using

appropriate
conventions. They:

demonstrate an awareness
that writ¡ng and drawing
are different

begin to demonstrate
awareness of d¡rect¡onallty

rely on personal

experiences as a stimulus
for'writ¡ng'

beg¡n to dictate labels,

phrases, and sentences to a
scribe

pr¡nt the English alphabet
in upper- and lower-case
letters

copy written information,
following left-to-right and

top-to-bottom progression

complete sentence
patterns based on familiar
and meaningful context
and vocabulary

add words to sentence
openers to complete a

thought

wr¡te some personally

relevant words

express ideas through
drawing, writing in the first
language, and labeling

wr¡te personal information
(e.9., name, address)

particlpate in shared
writ¡ng activit¡es in small
groups

participate in a variety of
prewr¡ting act¡vities

begin to use computers for
wr¡tins activities

compose short, simple,
patterned sentences based

on learned phrases and

classroom discussion

write some common and

personally relevant words

use capital.letters and final
punctuation

begin to use basic sentence
structures (e.9.,

statements, questions)

use appropr¡ate formats to
write for a variety of
purposes (e.9., lists, signs,

labels, captions, cards,

stories, letters, journals)

use the writing process,

w¡th ass¡stance (e.9.,

participate in structured
prewr¡ting activities; make

some changes between the
¡nitial and final draft)

use computers to begin to
develop word-processing
skills a

wr¡te short composit¡ons,
making some use of
appropriate verb tenses,
preposit¡ons, simple
and compound sentences,
and descriptions, and

beginning to use new
vocabulary and idioms

use conventional spelling
for most common and
personally relevant words

wr¡te to record personal

experiences and thoughts,

to narrate a story, and to
convey information

begin to wr¡te
independently in all subject
areas

use the stâges of the
wr¡ting process, with
support (e,8., Pfewr¡ting,
producing drafts, and

publishing)

write collaboratively with
peers

begin to write comPetentlY
in all subject areas

contribute to cooperative
class writing

use a variety of forms of
writing

write short, original
compositions using all

stages of the writing
process

observe most convent¡ons

of punctuat¡on



T/ECC/ESL/ESL Stages : Draft - June 3, 2008

Grades 3 to 6: Listening
Foundation Stage Stage 1

Students understand
basic spoken English.

They:

Stage 2
Students understand
key information
presented in highly
supported contexts ¡n

a variety of settings.
Thev:

Stage 3
Students understand
social English, but
requíre contextual
support to
understand academic

language. Thev:

Stage 4
Students understand
spoken English in

most contexts.
They:

follow simple directions
with support from visual

cues

respond to short, simple
q uestions

respond brlefly to short,
simple stories, songs, and
poems

respond to familiar
conversat¡onal topics using
single words and short
phrases

respond to familiar words,
names, phrases, tones of
voice, and basic classroom
instructions when spoken

slowly and clearly

beg¡n to respond to unseen
speakers (ç.g., on the
telephone)

correctly interpret
frequently used verb tenses

participate in soclal

conversations on familiar
topics

request clarification when
necessar!,;

respond appropriately to
body language, tone of
voice, pauses, stress, and
intonation

understand key vocabulary
and concepts related to
specific subjects or themes

understand ma¡n ideas in
visually suþported oral
presentations containing
familiar vocabulary

respond to unseen
speakers (e.g., on the radio,
on the telephone)

participate in sustained oral
discussions and
presentat¡ons in small
groups

identify main ideas and
supporting details in short
oral presentat¡ons

respond appropriately to
formal and informal speech

respond appropriately to
vocabulary, statements,
questions, and d¡rections
in the class

respond to intonat¡on
patterns, such as implied
commands and tones
ind¡cat¡ng surprise,
emotion, etc.

follow a series of
¡nstructions

identify ideas in oral
presentations on a var¡ety
of topics, using grade-

appropriate vocabulary

respond to spoken Engl¡sh

used in social, academic,

formal, and informal
s¡tuations, including some
idioms, relevant cultural
allusions, and

conversational nuances
(e.9., teasing, irony,
flattery)

take notes from teacher
lessons using a supplied
written outline as a guide

Adapted from The Ontar¡o Currlcu lum: English øs o Second Lønguoge orìd Engltsh Literocy Development: G¡ode 7-8: A Resource Gutde 2O0L



T/ECCIESL/ESL Stages : Draft - June 3, 2008

Grades 3 to 6: Speaking
Foundation Stage Stage I

Students speak
English for basic

communication. They:

Stage 2
Students speak

English Û¡th
increasing
spontaneity and
accuracy. They:

Stage 3
Students initiate
conversations and
participate in

discussions and
presentations using a

variety of strategies,

They:

Stage 4
Students speak

English accurately in
most situations,
They:

use short, patterned
questions

to seek information

share personal information
and experiences

express basic needs (e.g.,

related to washroom,
safety)

identify familiar names,

objects, and actions

answer specific questions

usrnS

single words or short
ph rases

speak with sufficient clarity
for teacher comprehension

begin to use (with.

assistance)

subject-pred¡cate order,
simple
verb tenses, negat¡ves,
quest¡ons,
plurals, pronouns,

adjectives,
adverbs, common
contract¡ons,
and basic preposit¡ons of
location and direction

imitate some English stress

and intonation patterns

use everyday gestures and
courtes¡es to convey
meanrng

perform simple oral
presentations
(e.9,, rehearsed choral
responses, puppet

dialogues)

ask quest¡ons

part¡c¡pate in social and

academic discussions
using shorl phrases and

short sentences

recount familiar events,
stories, and key

information

rephrase key ideas from
written or oral texts, with
support

give straightforward
direct¡ons and instructions

express opinions and
emotions

speak with sufficient clarity
and accuracy for l¡stener
comprehension

speak at almost the pace

of first-lan!uage speakers,

showing some control of
stress, timing, and rhythm

use (with some accuracy)

prepositions of direction
and time and common
idioms

express opinions, basic

needs, and requests clearly

in most contexts

use conversational
strategies such as

acknowledgement, reply,
agreement, and
disagreement

participate in discussions
based on classroom themes

make short, effective oral
presentations

begin to self-correct
grammatical errors

begin to use conditionals
and adverb and adjective
phrases

use appropriate gestures to
convey meanlng

use voice to ¡nd¡cate
emphas¡s through pacing,

volume, intonat¡on, and

stress

use English appropr¡ately in

a range of s¡tuat¡ons (e.9.,

to describe, narrate, argue,

persuade, summarize,
converse)

g¡ve accurate, detailed
¡nstructions and directions

speak with grade-

appropr¡ate vocabulary and

sentence structure

speak with fluency and

clarity ¡n a large group

express a point of view and

explain it in some deta¡l in

group discussions

self-correct common
grammatical errors

make academic
presentat¡ons

use ldiomat¡c and colloquial
language appropr¡ately

Adapted from The Ontarlo Curriculum: Engtish øs ø Second Lønguoge and Engtish L¡tetdcy Development: Grade 7-8: A Resource Gulde 2001



T/ECC/ESL/ESL Stages : Draft - June 3, 2008

Grades 3 to 6: Reading
Foundation Stage Stage 1

Students read and
comprehend simple
written English. They:

Stage 2
Students read for
specific purposes

when background
knowledge and
vocabulary are
familiar. They:

Stage 3
Students demonstrate
lncreasing
independence in a
variety of reading

tasks, with ongoing
support. They:

Stage 4
Students demonstrate
control ofgrade-
appropriate reading

tasks. They:

recognize the Engl¡sh

alphabet in both pr¡nt and

script

begin to apply sight-
recognit¡on, phonetic,
predictive, and contextual
read¡ng strate8ies

recognize frequently used

classroom vocabulary

begin to acquire English

vocabulary in all subject
areas

begin to identify the main
ideas of simple passages

w¡th familiar vocabulary
and supporting visual cues

follow brief written
instruct¡ons

use learners' and bilingual
dictiona ries

read simple sentences

use alphabetical order

with ass¡stance, use reading
materials for enjoyment
and modified school
projects

use reading strateg¡es to
ass¡st in determining
meaning (ê.g., predicting;
deducing; inferring;
rereading; phonics;

recognition of cueing
systems, repetition, and

word families)

understand short, simple
phrases and sentences,

instructions, and brief
notes in a var¡ety of pr¡nt

media witñ familiar
vocabulary and context

¡dent¡fy mâin ideas and key

informat¡on in text

begin to extract
¡nformation, with
assistance, from textbooks,
resources, and dictionaries,
using headings, margin
notes, indôx, glossary, and
graphic organizers

begin to show some fluency
in oral reading

choose and read books,
w¡th ass¡stance, for a

variety of purposes,

including personal

enjoyment

skim and scan for key

informat¡on in reading
materials with familiar
vocabulary and context

summarize a story,
identifying the main idea

and some details

read and ¡nterpret text at a

grade-appropriate level,

with some visual support,
us¡ng context and
punctuation clues, phonics,

and recognit¡on of familiar
vocabulary and word
families

choose appropriate
materials for research
purposes from a variety of
sources

read on a regular basis for
personal enjoyment

use academic vocabulary,
including subject-specific
language, with support

use English and bilingual
dictiona ries

find and use print and

media resources, with
some suoport

analyze unfamiliar text to
figure out meaning

identify elements of a story

use vocabulary-acquisition
strateg¡es

figure out unfamiliar
vocabulary in a familiar
context

use skills ¡n independent
research to gather

information (e.g., from
library resources,

commun¡ty resources, print
media, and computer
resou rces)

choose and enjoy mater¡al
for personal reading similar
in scope and difficulty to
that bein8 read by peers

Adapted from The Ontar¡o Currlculum: Engllsh os o Second Lønguage ond Engllsh Literacy Development: Grude 7-8: A Resource Guide 2OOL
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Grades 3 to 6: Writing
Foundatlon Stage Stage 1

Students begin to
write using simple
English structures.
They:

Stage 2
Students write in a
variety of contexts
using simple English

structures. They:

Stage 3
Students write English

in a variety of
contexts with
increasing
independence and

accuracy. They:

Stage 4
Students write English

for a variety of
purposes using

appropriate
conventions. They:

produce the English

alphabet in legible cursive
and printed form using left-
to-right progression and
writing on the line

copy written information
accurately

begin to apply knowledge
of common wr¡ting
conventions (e.9.,

punctuation, spelling,
ca pitalization )

begin (with assistance) to
use subject-predicate
order, simple verb tenses,
adjectives, adverbs, and
common prepos¡tions of
location and direction

write short, coherent,
patterned compos¡tions
(e.g., short journal entries,
lists) on personally relevant

topics

begin to use acceptable
notebook formats
appropriate to subject
areas, using titles, dates,

charts, and graphs

begin to make notes,
with assistance

begin to use common
tenses, spelling,
capitalization, and

punctuation, with some

accuracy .,

use conventional spelling

for common and personallY

relevant words

write appropriate
responses (using short
sentences, phrases, or
graphic organizers) to
written questions based on

familiar academ¡c content

begin to use a variety of
forms of writ¡ng (e.g., short
journal entries, notes,

dialogues, poems,

narrat¡ves, reports)

use the writing process,

with assistance, producing

a f¡nal ed¡ted copy that is

changed from the first draft

use computers to begin to
develop word-processing
skills

organize and sequence
ideas

wr¡te messages, captions,
and short notes, with few
errors

make notes in some detail
on

familiar topics produce

prose using appropriate
verb tenses, connectors,
and subject-verb
agreement, with some
accu racy

begin to use variety in
vocabulary and sentence
structu re

use paragraphs when
writing descriptions and

narrat¡ves

respond in wr¡ting to
q uestions

write short, original
compositions on topics of
personal or academic
interest or knowledge

use the stages of the
writ¡ng process, with
assista nce

use grade-appropriate

vocabulary (e.g., spell,

understand, and use

vocabulary from all subject

areas)

produce reports,
paragra phs,

summaries, and notes on a

vãr¡ety of topics, with few
grammatical or sPelling

errors

use the stages of the
wr¡ting process

use verb tenses effectively

use word-processing
and graphics programs

for publishing



Pre-Referral Ghecklist for Learning Support referrals
It is often the case that referrals start with an informal

conversation about a student. These

conversations should be encouraged, but with some

structure attached so that LS can get to
the possible cause of the issue. When a teacher approaches

an LS team member about
learning needs, the following should happen before a formal
referral is made:

The classroom or specialist teacher will:
/ Consult the student file to ascertain relevant

information about educational history
in student file in general office

/ Gather specific information about the issues they are

seeing (including the collection
of work samples, data collection using assessments

identified within the
department or specific description of behavior observed
/ Record whatever data is available on the student

including MAP and ISA data and

report cards, baseline data. This data should be

reviewed by the teacher to gain

further insight into the profile of the student
/ the ELD, French or Dutch, or learning support teacher

should consult with the
homeroom teacher to determine whether he or she is

seeing consistent trends in

learning



The LS or ELD teacher will:
/ Do a classroom observation of when the learning needs

could most easily be

seen from the data, and if he or she doesn't already
know the student.

/ G¡ve the teacher some differentiation strategies to
implement and then set a
schedule for following up.

/ follow up with the classroom teacher or specialist
teacher after strategies have

been tried. At this point either additional strategies
should be tried or a referral
should be made. By the time a referral is made there
should be significant
evidence that there is in fact a learning issue in need of
remediation. Six weeks
should be the maximum time given for this process.

Once a determination is made that a full referral is
advised, parents should be notified by the
classroom teacher and informed that the child study
team will convene to discuss the
child's specific needs, and a referral form will need
to be completed. At this point the
child will be tracked by the LS teacher until a
learning disability is confirmed or ruled out.
An RTI approach can be continued or put in place in
grades 3 or 4



Updated January 2013

ES LS Referral Form - Referee
Pleas'e garhe r rtll reques'Íed inJitrmation and udd brie.l'comments v'heu apltropriale lo
clarit'¡,. Senr{ thi.r,fi¡rm tr¡ ¡'otu' grade level leurning ,support teøcher tu put the student un

the C,ST agenclu. [Ie r¡r ,rhe v,ill be huck in touch yli{h u dule. Pleu,se bring student wr¡rk
sctmple,s'+tith),t¡utothemeeling. 7'ouwiÌlhrn'eabout 15ruínutestapresenltlrcsirenglhs'
and concet'ns to the te ant, which will be.f'ollot+'ed by cpestions' and u discu.s,sittn, ctnd

recr¡ntruendrúion,s' cuzd./itllow up. [tletse confirm thøl parents huve heen notffied of
concerns an¡! ere ßxsãre *f yout, reJ'errøl beJbre proceeding.

Student Name: Grade/Class:

Date of Referral:

Referee

Baseline Data:
Report Card- summary

ISA

MAP

GL baseline or Other?

t%B

DOB-age
Languages - including ISB
Language block level
Years of edu. in English
Testing or Diagnosis
Medical history
Have vision and hearing
been screened?
Family or Cultural
Consideration?
How long at ISB?
What support previously or
presently?

Counselor involvement?
Case manager
Other??



Updated January 2013

Three strengths of the student:

In the table below, please list three challenges that are of concern for this student, what
evidence supports this concern, and what you have tried to support their learning.

Concerns Datalevidence Strategies tried

Feel free to make more space below to describe any other circumstances that you
think are relevant to the child's learning.

o

a

o



Updated January 2013

ES Learning Support Referral Form - Specialist
Student Name:
Date:

Specialist's name:

How many years have you known this child?

Please list the strengths of this student:

In the table below, please list up to three challenges that are of concern for this student

and what you have tried in the context of your class to support their learning.

Concerns Datalevidence Strategies tried

a

a

o

Please email this form the grade level Learning Support Teacher



Updated Jarruary 2013

'We 
appreciate the time you have taken to complete this form to help us better understand

the child in all areas of their learning. Would you like to attend the meeting on this
student?

Please email this form the grade level Learning Support Teacher



IB
ES Student Study Meeting (SST)

Agenda & Minutes

Student Name

Dates
Mtg 1,

SST Team
pafticipants

Homeroom teacher

Specialist teachers

Facititator Note Taker Time Keeper Powerschooter

Meeting Format
1 lntroduction of SST members

2 Review confidentiatity statement

3 lntroduction of studenl / Review background and data on file 5 min

4 Summarize current strengths & concerns (persons working
directly with the student)

15 min

5
Q u esti o n s / clarificati o n/d isc uss i o ns :

15 min

6 Recommendations 15 min

7 Ctosing the Feedback Loop 5 min



Facilitator to:
lntroduce the student and share backgrorlnd and data on file 5 min





Pre-referral strategies triedDatalEvidenceMain ConcernsStrengths

A

Teacher

B

Teacher

c
Teacher

Student

Parent



Pre-referral stratggfes triedDaty'EvidenceMain ConcemsStrengû¡s



r ilË,r il.rË,r rr r Ë)Pvt IHi ti responses betow to meetin date



15 minRecommendations - team wilt reach a consensus on recommendations/actions:
o Decision I understand, Decision I can líve with, Decision I witt suppoft in pubtic

Check in 3
Feedback

Check-in 2

Feedback

Check-in L

Feedback
SST mtg
Date L

Recommended lnstructional Strategies/Tools
See separate form "SST lnstructional Strategies/Student Tools"

5 min

Ctosing the Feedback Loop
- Who wi[[ represent SST to pass recommendations to parents/other teachers?
- What other follow-up needs to happen and by whom?
- When witt this chitd be revisited? Be sure to fitt in check-in and meeting dates above.

Person responsibleAction



Useful resources
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